Fire in Currier Residence Hall room sends inhabitants into streets

Chewning gets 2nd degree murder charge

At the ready

Demonstration draws 30,000 in Czechoslovakia

Weekend fires damage local car dealerships

Buck Helm dies, raising earthquake off 6.7

Spurce it up
Yoga offers variant to exercise
Physical workouts replaced by mental, emotional

Pam Hove
Special to The Daily Iowan

A Hutchinson, Kan., man was charged with first-degree murder and sentenced to life without parole for a jury trial, according to court records.

Pam Hove, 35,Fldton, pleaded guilty to first-degree murder and sentenced to life without parole for the murder of a Hutchinson, Kan., man.
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Metro/Iowa

Greek conference held in Iowa City draws 450 for educational workshops

Ann Marie Williams

The Daily Iowan

Over 450 annotated and friendship manuals turned out to the conference held at the University of Iowa on the topic of "Greek Cultural Education," the largest such gathering of its kind in the country.

"We hold a Greek Cultural Education Conference every year and this year's turnout was tremendous," said Mark Baker, one of the conference organizers. "It was our largest event to date, and we're already planning for next year's conference." The conference, which took place on the campus of the University of Iowa, drew representatives from over 400 Greek organizations across the United States.

"This conference is important because it brings together people from different parts of the country to discuss issues related to Greek culture," added Baker. "We take pride in being able to provide a platform for people to share their knowledge and experiences." The event included a variety of workshops, seminars, and keynote speakers who discussed topics ranging from Greek history and politics to modern Greek literature and film.

"It was an amazing experience to be able to learn so much about Greek culture in such a short period of time," said one attendee. "I'm grateful to have had the opportunity to participate in this conference and I look forward to attending next year's event." The conference concluded with a closing ceremony where the organizers and attendees shared their reflections and gratitude for the event.

Food clues

New center to study what we eat and why

AMES - AFRP - Agricultural Research Service, nutritionists, nutritionists and economists are now able to track a joint attack on the dietary habits that have been associated with an American way of life and death.

The effort will be launched next fall with a grant to the University of Iowa for the establishment of a new center to study what we eat and why. The center, which is supported by the National Institutes of Health, will be based at the University of Iowa and will bring together researchers from various disciplines to study the role of diet in the causes of chronic diseases.

"We know that our dietary habits play a key role in the development of chronic diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, and cancer," said Jennifer Reagan, conference participant. "By studying what we eat and why, we can better understand the underlying mechanisms that contribute to these diseases and develop more effective strategies to prevent them." The center will include researchers from the University of Iowa and other institutions across the country.

"The center is an important step in our efforts to understand the role of diet in chronic diseases," said Samuel Fomon, UI professor of microbiology. "We will be able to bring together experts from different fields to study the complex interactions between diet, health, and disease." The center will conduct research on the role of diet in the development of chronic diseases, as well as the factors that influence dietary habits.

"I'm looking forward to working with my colleagues at the center to advance our understanding of the role of diet in chronic diseases," said Tinker St. Louis, conference attendee. "We have a lot of work to do, but I'm confident that our efforts will make a significant contribution to the field of nutrition." The center will be officially launched next fall at the University of Iowa.

UI medical professors: gain grants

Programs to investigate miscarriages, anemia

TAMP FALL

The Daily Iowan

Three UI College of Medicine professors were awarded grants totaling more than $110,000 to support their research in the area of miscarriage and anemia.

"This is an important step in our efforts to understand the underlying mechanisms of miscarriage and anemia," said Jennifer Reagan, conference participant. "The grants will allow us to advance our understanding of these complex conditions and develop more effective treatments for them." The recipients of the grants are:

- Samuel Fomon, UI professor of microbiology, received a grant of $35,000 to study the role of the immune system in the development of anemia.
- Jennifer Reagan, UI professor of dietetics and nutrition, received a grant of $38,000 to study the role of diet in the development of anemia.
- Tinker St. Louis, UI professor of medicine, received a grant of $38,000 to study the role of diet in the development of miscarriage.

"The grants will allow us to bring together researchers from different fields to study the complex interactions between diet, health, and disease," said Samuel Fomon, UI professor of microbiology. "We will be able to bring together experts from different fields to study the complex interactions between diet, health, and disease." The center will conduct research on the role of diet in the development of chronic diseases, as well as the factors that influence dietary habits.

"I'm looking forward to working with my colleagues at the center to advance our understanding of the role of diet in chronic diseases," said Tinker St. Louis, conference attendee. "We have a lot of work to do, but I'm confident that our efforts will make a significant contribution to the field of nutrition." The center will be officially launched next fall at the University of Iowa.
Doves are winning

Responding to last week's call from Defense Secretary Dick Cheney for the Armed Services to save $180 billion from their budgets, the White House has proposed cuts that would save taxpayers $14 billion. The cuts, which are designed to restore the services' military strength through early retirement or induced retirement, are part of a broader White House initiative to reduce the federal deficit. The number of Air Force bases worldwide would be reduced from 145 to 116. "Should America be warned," said George Bush, D.C. Chaney, and the Pentagon generals, with no admitted sipple. Of course not. The cuts are prudent and overdue. They will force us to make the hard choices that America's strong military demands more effectively, and save the defense as we now have billions. On point political. Cheney can make the pin for the full $19 billion, he will extract a savings that represents approximately $27 billion for each man, woman and child in the area.

Cheney is not going alone. Pentagon officials confirmed this week that his proposal Michael Hamer, a top Pentagon official and a member of the Senate Appropriations Committee, also supports the cuts. Cheney also has his doubts.

- The New York Times

He has his doubts?

Iowa. Anti-War Tom Miller could be waffling in the election but he's still the city's mayor, a political man, willing to point the states of his home state.

Tom Miller is the only major anti-abortion Democratic gubernatorial candidate. Recently, he told the Iowa's Women's Political Caucus that government, he said, is "a place for abortion because no widespread support in Iowa is necessary for Miller to be elected. Miller has a chance on the abortion issue because of his personal struggle with the abortion question.

Individual voters will make the call in next year's general election. In fact, Denson's abortion is going to be the issue in 95 percent of the state's counties. Miller's new plan is to save millions by legalizing abortion. "We struggle with this issue like I struggle with abortion."

The opening run for generous at theof the Iowa...ministry. The New York Times

S&L scandals

Tales of corruption continue to unfold in last year's earnings the nation's banks that resulted in a huge bailout of the federal government. The latest revelation is that $575 million and earnings losses in 1993.

Luis M. Dominguez, a police lieutenant, shared his experiences with 80 volunteers in a private organization to give him more data, but it's "seem rational, but not necessarily the best for the police."

As a police officer, Denson's attitude does not change, but he does have to take a step back. And he shouldn't be so close to the edge of the cliff and still be much better.

Newspaper

Rapist's mind still unknowable

S.F. McClure

P... these days, the Bay Area's hallmark of being a "most violent city"... was this time last year, and it's one of the most violent cities in the world. But the latest revelation is that... a "most violent city"... was this time last year, and it's one of the most violent cities in the world.

One day a man put one... and the morning of the killing... was not very reassuring to those who... to faint from fasting and eventually... who... "AILING" was away, and mind that someone... to close his eyes in the sense of... "Fingerprints found on a box of... to the arrest of a..."

"Minutes later, however, she woke up..."

..."sex"

- The San Francisco Chronicle

Mary Ellen Carey

Her Perspective

Mary Ellen Carey

religion is the first line, but I have to admit... isn't the world..."N" anderson, author, and...it's a different..."so even that...when I..."but it means..."Gloria" is a God..."Because of the..."and..."

"God..."God..."Gloria"
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Czechoslovakia

Continued from page 1

Within hours of the operation, students and police began holding large meetings which were followed by discussions. Some students in berets once again started to hold large meetings, which were followed by discussions. Some students in berets once again started to hold large meetings. The gathering was held at the Veletrzni Palace in Prague.

The organizers also called for a student effort to support Friday's demonstrations, establishing a committee to prepare for a possible victory by students. They also called for a student effort to support Friday's demonstrations, establishing a committee to prepare for a possible victory by students.

Cars

doesn't expel students, Kuntzinger said. "We feel a lot of the student unrest is related to the fact that the university is located in a mass.

"We know that a lot of students are being forced to commute to the university, which is not a good thing for them. The university should be accessible to all students.

"We also believe that the university should be more transparent in its dealings with the students. We would like to see more open dialogue between the university and the students.
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S. Africa

Lawyers for Human Rights, the organization that advocated for Nelson Mandela's release, were not seeking an assurance from the Justice Ministry that the prisoner will not be escaped. All the death row defendants are released.

Many lawyers have said that Mandela's release is "ludicrous." They said that he is a political prisoner, and that he should not be released until he has served his time.
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Guerrillas withdraw from San Salvador's outskirts

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) — Leftist guerrillas withdrew from San Salvador's outskirts Tuesday, winding down their largest offensive of the civil war and pulling back to their mountain strongholds.

"We decided that with the guerrillas withdrawn it was瓜ome time of revenge, repression and which would follow," said General Hugo Echavarría de Rivera Damas, a leading guerrilla commander.

Echavarría de Rivera said the guerrillas killed 127 wounded and 129 captured and government forces killed 337 wounded and 337 wounded. The army had killed 600 guerrillas and the guerrillas had killed 1,800 soldiers.

"The last military action was on April 18," he said.

The guerrillas said they were withdrawing to regroup and prepare for a full investigation of the offensive.

The two candidates had been very close in the run-up to the election, with RiveraDamases leading by about 5 percent.
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Congress pushes hospital swath babies

"Genetic test proves hospital swath babies

Workers Party

ANN AGRIS

Workers Party

Workers Party

2400 Lincoln

P.O. Box 2161

New York, NY 10016

Julia Davis

Tuesday December 5

4:00 to 5:00 pm & 6:30 to 8:00 pm

Illinois Room, Iowa Memorial Union

Tentative recommendations will be available for review on Friday, Dec. 1, after 1:00 pm at the following locations: Campus Information Center, Iowa Memorial Union; 114 Jesup Hall; Student Activities Center; Iowa Memorial Union; Health Center Information Service, 283 Med Labs, Iowa Student Bar Association, 216 Boyd Law Building; Quadrangle Deck; Burgers Deck; Mayflower Deck.

The Iowa Memorial Union & lines Room are accessible facilities.
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You Don’t Have to Buy Christmas Gifts This Year

The First Annual

The FRAME HOUSE GALLERY

211 N. Linn

320-0500

Do something great for yourself and those you care about.

Try the sensible approach to weight loss.

Get off the seesaw between a health provoked and a generally unfulfilling extraneous existence.

A program that adapts to your lifestyle.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Check the Iowa City Press-Citizen for more information.

Try the sensible approach to weight loss.

Get off the seesaw between a health provoked and a generally unfulfilling extraneous existence.

A program that adapts to your lifestyle.

Try the sensible approach to weight loss.

Get off the seesaw between a health provoked and a generally unfulfilling extraneous existence.

A program that adapts to your lifestyle.
Americans remedied their lack of power in the 1980s in the civil rights movement, and a new sense of racial equality emerged. But the Supreme Court's decision not to reinstate a racial harassment suit, as the report of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) shows, has raised doubts about the effectiveness of civil rights laws.

In its 1984 decision, the EEOC said that the suit was "frivolous and malicious" and that the company had no "pervasive and widespread discriminatory practices." The suit was filed in 1980 by a black woman who claimed she was fired because of her race.

The Supreme Court's decision not to reinstate the suit has been criticized by some civil rights leaders, who say it is a setback for the movement. "The decision is a blow to the civil rights movement," said the Rev. Jesse Jackson, a leader of the movement. "It is a setback for the movement, and it is a setback for the people who are trying to make this country a better place for all Americans."
About the strong beat aspect, Jon says, it's not something new, it is something that's pretty much a part of the Grismore sound. He says, "in that sense it's an evolution of our band's sound, but it also has a lot to do with the way we play."

About the rhythm, Jon says, "It's a lot of people who ordinarily don't want to play jazz, so we use it as a way to get them into the genre."

About the recording process, Jon says, "We recorded the album using a mix of live and studio recording. We used a variety of instruments, including synths, to create a unique sound."
Three teams vie for Roses

(AP) - It's a familiar story to the Irish. In many of their games of the last decade, Notre Dame's Michigan-Ohio State game will determine the Big Ten title and the Big Ten championship.

Illinois wants to be in the Top Ten, just a game back of Michigan, in the hopes of winning its second straight conference title. Ohio State, which last won a championship in 1981, hopes to end its two-year losing streak in the Big Ten.

Illinois and Ohio State are expected to meet on New Year's day in the Orange Bowl, before the game of unbeatens, though, the No. 1 Irish have another game of unbeatens, though, the No. 1 Irish have another game to play. And starting tailback Curtis Brown will be evaluated by the next physician after aggravating his previously injured right knee.

Illinois 34, Indiana 20

Indiana Coach John Atchison thought quarterback Jeff George's freshman performance was a fountain of happiness. But the Big Ten title was not.

Indiana's Anthony Thompson rounded 30 yards for a Hoosier touchdown in the third quarter, and an NCAA career scoring record was etched with the words, "Notre Dame 34, Indiana 20.

In Minneapolis, Greg McMurray caught three of Michael Cater's four scoring passes. McMurray, who five touchdowns and 36 points, then gained 394 points.

Michigan State 38, North-western 14

Jake Lassing, Mitch, coach George Perles allowed his team to play a Big Ten game at its own speed. The defense was on the offensive, as the defensive alignment was apologized to Wickersham posters. Freeza Forzy did not miss its.

Notre Dame 28, Northwestern 14

"Notre Dame has the same kind of winning streak we had last year when they knocked us off," Miami coach John Dunlop said. "This team is not that far behind."

The Hurricanes want to play spoiler for Notre Dame.

(AP) - A week before bowl bids are awarded, most of the major matchups are set. But seventh-ranked Miami can still change their importance, and the roar for the national championship.

Ohio State and West Virginia are expected to meet on New Year's day in the Orange Bowl. Before that game of unbeatens, though, the No. 1 Irish have another game to play. And starting tailback Curtis Brown will be evaluated by the next physician after aggravating his previously injured right knee.

Illinois 34, Indiana 20

Indiana Coach John Atchison thought quarterback Jeff George's freshman performance was a fountain of happiness. But the Big Ten title was not.

Indiana's Anthony Thompson rounded 30 yards for a Hoosier touchdown in the third quarter, and an NCAA career scoring record was etched with the words, "Notre Dame 34, Indiana 20.

In Minneapolis, Greg McMurray caught three of Michael Cater's four scoring passes. McMurray, who five touchdowns and 36 points, then gained 394 points.

Michigan State 38, North-western 14

Jake Lassing, Mitch, coach George Perles allowed his team to play a Big Ten game at its own speed. The defense was on the offensive, as the defensive alignment was apologized to Wickersham posters. Freeza Forzy did not miss its.

Notre Dame 28, Northwestern 14

"Notre Dame has the same kind of winning streak we had last year when they knocked us off," Miami coach John Dunlop said. "This team is not that far behind."

The Hurricanes want to play spoiler for Notre Dame.

IOWA VOLLEYBALL

On Wednesday, November 22, the Hawkeyes close out the 1989 home schedule versus Purdue in Big Ten Volleyball action. Tomorrow the Hawkeyes take on arch-rival Illinois. Match time is 7:30 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. Student tickets cost just $1.

TAKE A BREAK AND JOIN US FOR A SMASHING GOOD TIME!

Another exciting UI Goal Card event. For Goal Card information, call 335-9431.
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MONDAY

DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER & onion rings

TUESDAY

CATERING SANDWICH & reg. french fries

WEDNESDAY

2 hamburger fries

THURSDAY

DOUBLE HAMBURGER & onion rings

FRIDAY

WHALER FISH & reg. french fries

SATURDAY

HAM & CHEESE SANDWICH & reg. french fries

$2 BK Specials

MONDAY-SUNDAY try our $2.00 BK Specials.

Includes: sandwich & reg. french fries.

PLUS TAX

SUNDAY Whopper & reg. french fries

LIMITED TIME ONLY

A Different Sandwich & Reg. French Fries Daily!

124 S. Dubuque St. on the Plaza Downtown Iowa City

1445 Boyrum St. across from Hy-Vee on Hwy 6, Bypass Iowa City

TUES TO SAT

SUNDAY CLOSED

HA HO HO JAZZ

7:30p.m.

*SOMETIME YOU'VE Gotta BREAK THE RULES.
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Attention: final week of OTL

Gary Hallock, a friend of D. Ross Johnson, the developer of the Iowa Riverfront, was surprised to find his team - one thing.

We talk to the buying power every day. In the past, we have never been able to line the breeder.

They are the 10-person group that gets one bid from the other each year.

Notre Dame's Terry Anderson was the only person to make a change in the last game, setting up this week's "right stuff."

"Sure, this is a big game, but the national championship is brewing with No. 5 Florida State against No. 8 Nebraska, only the Cotton Bowl winner in a game.

Fourth-ranked Alabama, meanwhile, still is unbeaten and three scoring catches tied a school record. The Iowa, it's the same kind of winning streak we had last year when they knocked us off," Miami coach John Dunlop said. "This team is not that far behind."

The Hurricanes want to play spoiler for Notre Dame.

(AP) — A week before bowl bids can be awarded, most of the major matchups are set. But seventh-ranked Miami can still change their importance, and the roar for the national championship.

Ohio State and West Virginia are expected to meet on New Year's day in the Orange Bowl. Before that game of unbeatens, though, the No. 1 Irish have another game to play. And starting tailback Curtis Brown will be evaluated by the next physician after aggravating his previously injured right knee.

Illinois 34, Indiana 20

Indiana Coach John Atchison thought quarterback Jeff George's freshman performance was a fountain of happiness. But the Big Ten title was not.

Indiana's Anthony Thompson rounded 30 yards for a Hoosier touchdown in the third quarter, and an NCAA career scoring record was etched with the words, "Notre Dame 34, Indiana 20.

In Minneapolis, Greg McMurray caught three of Michael Cater's four scoring passes. McMurray, who five touchdowns and 36 points, then gained 394 points.

Michigan State 38, North-western 14

Jake Lassing, Mitch, coach George Perles allowed his team to play a Big Ten game at its own speed. The defense was on the offensive, as the defensive alignment was apologized to Wickersham posters. Freeza Forzy did not miss its.

Notre Dame 28, Northwestern 14

"Notre Dame has the same kind of winning streak we had last year when they knocked us off," Miami coach John Dunlop said. "This team is not that far behind."

The Hurricanes want to play spoiler for Notre Dame.
Women swimmers, divers split

The Daily Iowan

With a 15-28 loss to Iowa State center State Friday in Norman, Okla., the Iowa Allegra's swimming and diving team pushed four days since.

Senior co-captain Kathy Anderson was the 50 yard freestyle for the American Swimming Coaches Association. Her time of 24.45 seconds.

At the same meet, Other swimmers also earned the tag of All-American. Senior D.N. Buechley and junior Marlen Foss were both honored for their achievements.

Kathil qualifies for Winter Nationals

The Daily Iowan

In what has been the closest meet in recent memory for both individuals, the Iowa State swimmers pulled away from the competition for the first time in over 150 points necessary to be in the running for a bid to the women's national meet. Iowa City, to compete.

ISU girdler hurt in auto accident

AMES — Bob Wilkinson, a starting fullback on the Iowa State football team, was hospitalized in serious condition Saturday morning after being involved in an auto accident.

Wilkinson, 19, lost control of his car and flipped into a tree on a street just south of the Iowa Muncie, according to contact police. Wilkinson suffered head and chest injuries, and was taken to a local hospital.

A female passenger, whose name was not immediately available, was also hospitalized.

Hawkeyes runners ready for ‘revenge’

The Daily Iowan

Running in front of Muncie, and a hometown crowd, the Hawkeyes will square off against Ohio State in an attempt to avenge their four most recent losses with one.

University of Iowa

The Hawkeyes of the 12-4 record the new season — to play a 25-point second quarter. Home ...309. 4:00 pm-10:00 pm
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2 Sooners guilty, 1 innocent

NORMAN, Okla. (AP) — A prosecutor says
the convictions of two former University of
Oklahoma swimmers in a gang rape case are
an "unbelievable" result of the way
the trial was conducted.

"I don't think any
reasonable juror
would have convicted
the three men
in this case," said
Oklahoma County
District Attorney
Steve Mullin.

"It was a
tragedy that
happened," he
said.

Mullin said
the convictions
are based on the
extremely low
weight of evidence
that was presented
at trial. He said
the three men
were "most likely,
if not certainly,
innocent.

"I'm very
upset," Mullin
said. "I don't
think we're going
to get justice for
these victims.

Swimmers cruise over Badgers

Erica Weiland

On its way to a 77-30 win over Wisconsin,
the Iowa men's swimming and diving team
earned first place in 13 of 15 events Sunday
at the Field House Pool.

While last year's dual meet between the
Badgers and the Hawkeyes was one to
dread, this year's was less so. Iowa's
swimming coach, Jack Fossett, said even
though they won't attend as many meets this
year, they have a much better team than
they had last year.

"This is a
much bigger
team than last
year," he said.

"We're
back there now.

DI Classifieds

111 Communications Center - 335-5784
11 am deadline for new ads & cancellations.

HELP WANTED

NOW HIRING

DI CATERING
538-1890
Oakdale: 726-5969

WE GET PAID TO PARTY!
Breakfast with the President!
Enjoy a delicious breakfast while
talking to our president and
a host of special guests.
They'll give you the inside
track on what's going on at
Wendy's.

Many free gift cards and
prizes for this event!
Friday, October 14, 7-9 a.m.

Wendy's of Coralville

DI CATERING
538-1890
Oakdale: 726-5969

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES.
Just a part of what we have to offer. In addition to weekend hours that will accommodate busy schedules, we offer:
- Great pay
- Life, health, dental and vision plans
- 2 and 3-day/week schedules available
- Professional training on state-of-the-art equipment
- Call today
- 384-JOBS

OR apply in person at Pioneer Technologies, 2920 Industrial Park Road, Iowa City, Iowa.
Hawk 'D' humbles Purdue, 24-0

Kerry Anderson
The Daily Iowan

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — nowBlue was a happy man Saturday afternoon when he was just hoping he didn't lose the ball in Purdue's red zone.

But after the 24-0 Iowa victory, Blue's fighting 'D' was the overwhelming star.

"It's the last place in the world that's going to be a pleasant place to kick," said Blue.

The Hawkeyes' defense dominated the Boilermakers, allowing just 197 yards of offense after two turnovers in the first half. Meanwhile, the Iowa offense scored 24 points, including 17 in the first half.

"It's a tough stadium to kick in," said Blue, "and we did it again."

Iowa quarterback Matt Rodgers, backing up for the first time this year, threw for 277 yards and three touchdowns, with no interceptions. Rodgers was 28-of-34 passing, including a 79-yard strike to Johnathan Green in the first half.

"It's a good time of year to be on the field," Rodgers said. "I really enjoy playing on the road and being in the stadium with the fans."

The Hawkeyes' defense, led by Blue, had the Boilermakers held to a season-low 197 yards. The defense forced four turnovers, including two interceptions and two fumbles.

"It's a good win for us," Blue said. "We had a lot of momentum coming into this game and we were able to carry that over."

Even though the Hawkeyes were in control for most of the game, Rodgers said it was important to not get complacent.

"We can't take anything for granted," Rodgers said. "We have to prove ourselves every week and we did that today."